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NOVEMBER 2020 MEETING  
Friday November 13, 7:00  

Via ZOOM 

MINERALS IN 3-D:  

SEE YOU AT YOUR COMPUTER 

Physicist Cork Hayden from Pueblo West will 
teach us how and why 3-D imaging works, 

how to take 3-D photos and make them into 3-
D images. His program is FULL of 3-D pictures 
(see pages 4-7), so you will need the new 3-D 

“glasses” we mailed to you to view them.  
You are sure to enjoy this program!  

But you have to join in!  

We will send the ZOOM link via email a few days before the 
meeting, then a reminder on Friday. The meeting will open 
about 6:30, so folks can get ready, set up, and make sure 

things are working right.  

Keep Bob’s phone number handy  

303-985-8167 in case things don’t work.  
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57 years of DGMG Kudos, Celebrations, & Events 

THE DENVER GEM AND MINERAL GUILD—57 Years old! 

Founded in 1964, the Denver Gem and Mineral Guild pursues exploration, experimentation, and education  in  the earth sciences; 
the discovery, development and preservation of minerals and mineral deposits; and the advancement, encouragement and utiliza-
tion of the principles of art and craftsmanship as applied to gems and minerals.  

The Guild meets on the second Friday of the month at 7:30 pm at Berthoud Hall on CSM Campus, except for June, July, August, 
and December. Picnics, field trips, and parties replace regular meetings those  months. 

Deadline for article submission for the Tips & Chips is the 20th of each month.  Email photos and articles to editor Beth Simmons at 
cloverknoll@comcast.net. Exchange with other newsletters is invited, and reprinting of material from this newsletter with proper 
attribution is encouraged.  

November Birthdays:  
Sarah Beall 
Jim Dennis 
Karlene Fry 
Ernie Hanlon 
Bob Hastings 
Janie Park 
Beth Simmons 
 
November Anniversaries: 
The Franz’s 
The Sheel’s 
The Syke’s 

November Sunshine Spotlight 

CONTACT SANDRA LUCERO 303-726-3829  
gardengal001(@)yahoo.com  

TO  
INFORM HER OF SUNSHINE REQUESTS 

Hopefully Merlin Schreffler is over her bout with the 
COVID-19! She said it was like a bad cold, but she got 

tested and was positive, so quarantined.   

 

 

 

 

 

CONTACT SANDRA LUCERO TO  
INFORM HER OF SUNSHINE REQUESTS 

gardengal001@yahoo.com 

 

 

2020 DGMG Officers & Chairmen 

 

President:: George Daggett 

Vice President: Sarah Reece 

Secretary:  OPEN  PRO-TEM: Marj Becker 

Treasurer: Deb Baldwin:  

Treasurer Assists: Beth Simmons 

Hospitality: OPEN 

Ways & Means:  

Dave Sanchez, Gideon Breithaupt, Sandra Lucero 

Membership: Sue Childs; Ass’t:. Joe Walkowich 

Claims Manager: Fred Ceconi Ass’t. Susanne Peach 

Editor: Beth Simmons: Ass’t: Marj Becker  

Historian/Librarian: Kathy Honda 

Webmaster: Bob Johnson 

Show Chairman: Beth Simmons  

 Dealer Chairman: Linda Burns 

Field Trips: Committee 

Grab Bags: Joe Walkowich, Joe Payne, Kathy Honda 

Merchandiser: Sandra Lucero 

Council Rep: Kathy Honda: Alt. Linda Burns 

Denver Show Rep: Kathy Honda 

Sunshine: Sandra Lucero 
Party planning: Deb Baldwin, Marj Becker 

RMFMS Rep: Kathy Honda 

Outreach: Susanne Peach; Bob Johnson  

Inventory manager: Linda Burns 

 

 

An “Assistant” is the officer’s backup in case of  

illness or other reason they can’t do their job.  

Every officer needs an “Assistant”!  

Join up! Say YES when asked! 

Quote of the month: 

 

THE WORLD IS NOT FLAT!  

OR 

I FORGOT MY MASK! 
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2020 DGMG CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
A persistent page—watch monthly for additions! PUT THIS ON YOUR FRIDGE!!! 

CONTINUING ONLINE EXCITEMENT! 
 

NOVEMBER 13, 7:00 

 

MINERALS IN 3-D  

ON YOUR COMPUTER 

A ZOOM LESSON 
DID YOU GET THE 3-D “GLASSES” IN THE MAIL?  

IF NOT, CONTACT BETH SIMMONS 

 

DECEMBER  

TBA 
 

PRESIDENTIAL MESSAGE 
 
We pulled it off!  We actually had real Guild members get  
together in person!!  The annual October auction was held 
outdoors in Beth Simmons' backyard, everyone wore their 
masks and generally kept separated by six feet.  Not only 
were we compliant, but we had fun together.  A good number 
of specimens and equipment were picked up and a good 
amount of money was raised for Guild operations.  Nice job, everyone! 
 
The Guild "clubhouse" is located in the garage in Beth's backyard.  It's 
where we keep our sizeable collection of minerals for grab bags and Ways 
and Means auctions.  It's also where we make available to our members 
various pieces of lapidary equipment.  In particular, there are two slab 
saws and a trim saw.  We also have a number of gurus on operating the 
equipment, most notably our newest Lifetime Member, Jim Dennis.  (A 
Lifetime Member is afforded a non-dues-paying membership in recognition 
of enormous contribution to the Guild.)  You must be trained and pass a 
proficiency test with Jim before you can operate the equipment by  
yourself.  In addition, we all must keep the equipment clean; cleaner than 
when you started, if that's possible. 
 
We have a ZOOM meeting on November 13 at 7:00 and it would be 
great if you could attend.  There also is an estate sale of individual  
specimens in Colorado Springs, Oct. 31.  So, stay active and stay tuned.   

Rocks Forever,      George 

2021 DGMG NO Show Report  
by Beth Simmons, Show Chairman 

At its August meeting, the DGMG board decided that should the 
Fairgrounds shut us out, we  

would not strain to find another venue and still be in the throes of the 
virus threat for 2021, we would NOT hold the show in 2021.  

. The fairgrounds shut us out, only wanting activities for kids and 
agriculturally based events.   

SO NO SHOW IN 2021! For the first time in 50 years!  

'Can you do me a favor?' scam asks 
for gift cards – DON’T RESPOND!  
DELETE!  

Some DGMG members have been receiving a 
new "Can you do me a favor?" emails, usually 
supposedly from George, our president. These 
are a scam in which fraudsters impersonate your 
boss, minister, and others to trick you into  
buying them gift cards. The message in the  
initial email might be something like: "Jane, 
could you please email me back? I need a  
favor." Or "Sally, are you available at the  
moment? I need you to handle a project. Very 
busy at the moment. Can't talk. Just send an 
email when you receive this. Thanks."  

The phishing email is crafted to appear  
legitimate, often signed by someone we know. 
So, sure, we want to help. The mail address is 
even similar to your supervisor's email, too. So 
many of us don't think twice. "We want to please  
people and we certainly want to please people 
that are in a position of authority." Liking to 
please people, of course, makes you a good 
target for scammers.   
 
Once you respond to the first email, you’re going 
to get another email. The note could say  
something like: "Good to hear from you. I need 
to get three iTunes gift cards for my niece. 
It's her birthday but I can't do this now because 
I'm currently traveling. Can you get them for me 
from any store around you? I'll pay back next 
week when I get back home." Or the email might 
state: "I need you to pick up three Home Depot 
gift cards for our project."  
 
In a case from Loveland, Colorado, the timing of 
the text worked against the scammers. A lady 
who is retired but heads a nonprofit for  
grandparents raising their grandchildren was 
attending a meeting of that group at a church 
building. The speaker was from the AARP and 
discussing scams. So the lady did text back  
saying: "No, I can't help you but call this number 
and they might be able to help you." She texted 

a number for the AARP fraud hotline! Smart 
cookie!  
 
We think they are using the email addresses that 
used to be on the front page of the Tips & 
Chips. Subsequently, we removed those and 
are careful about publishing anyone’s email in 
the newsletter.  
 
REMEMBER—DON’T REPLY TO THESE 
KINDS OF EMAILS!  
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USB Stereo Microscope by Cork Hayden, West Pueblo, CO 10/27/20 

Look at some fabulous gemstone through a stereo microscope, and then give the gemstone to a distant  
relative. The only thing remaining is your memory of how that looked in the microscope.  Moreover, the  
microscope has a limited depth of field, so you had to adjust the microscope to see this part, and then that 
part, … 

 
This Zoom talk will be about making permanent 3-D pictures that are in focus from bottom to top, and also in 
two (two-and-a-half?) presentation formats. The anaglyph pictures show 3-D with the colored glasses shown 
below.  Usually, anaglyphs are neutral gray, made of two complementary colors, one for the left eye and one 
for the right.  In some cases you can make a satisfactory colored anaglyph. 
 

View these anaglyphs 
with your new colored 
“glasses” we sent you!   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This grain of table salt 

is seen against a  

background of a circle 

that is 700  

micrometers (0.7 mm) 

across. 

This little weed is about 6 mm 

Getting stung by a scorpion is not on my list of  

favorite things to do. 

Con’t next page 
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USB Stereo Microscope (con’t)  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cork will be referring to these photos during his talk, so keep these handy.  

By dumb luck, I was able to get a nice 3-D of this stromatolite from Morocco. 
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USB Stereo Microscope (con’t)  

 

 

 

 
 
 
If you have one of these antique stereoviewers, print and cut 
out the photos below and see if they work in your viewer. You 
probably need to mount them on cardstock. 
 
Picture size = 6 inches wide, on 7-inch card. 

These side-by-sides should will be 7 inches across if the page 
is printed.  Enjoy! 
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USB Stereo Microscope (con’t)  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In case you’re wondering why I don’t have lots of gemstones pictured here, I’m neither a geologist 
nor a rockhound.  That stuff is way too much reality for this physicist.  After this talk, you can make 
some fabulous 3-Ds of your own specimens. 
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THE AUCTION NETTED OVER $1000! 

Thanks to all who attended and participated by prepping, setting up, and tearing down. And to the donors, 
too—Roger Bennett, Marty Zinn, Paul Kendall, Dan Zellner, and others. Nineteen bidders plus two additional 
buyers who couldn’t be here for the auction put out over $1000 for the auction items! That will keep DGMG in 
business for another year!  

Bob Johnson, DGMG webmaster and photographer, took lots of photos of the masked rock addicts and even 
a true rock hound and horse heads at the sale. It was a lovely October day, and everyone enjoyed the  
comradery of the club, seeing friends we haven’t seen in months.   
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Topaz: The Search  By Linda Burns 

As you may know Topaz is the birthstone of November. Why then do I love  

Topaz so much since my birthstone is Ruby? Mostly it comes down to  

accessibility of being able to go and find my own Topaz crystals. Years ago, I 

started going to the Topaz Mountain Gem Mine and paying for a bag of 

gravel so I could then spend the day raking or digging to hopefully find a 

beautiful Topaz. After spending over ten years going to the mine, things changed when 

Joe Dorris’ daughter Krystal married and moved away. Joe needed another person to 

help with their operation. I had retired and was available to step in to assist with the field trips to both 

the Smokey Hawk and the Topaz Mountain Gem Mine.  

  Finding Topaz is a lot of work if you are digging with hand tools or as is 

the case at the Topaz mine using a rake to rake through the piles of material 

which has been dug up with the excavator and piled for the clubs to work. 

Raking is the best and most effective way to find topaz for club members on 

the field trips. There is a requirement to buy a fifty-dollar bag of Topaz  

gravel that is spiked with not only Topaz (one of which is a large enough 

stone to be cut into a faceted stone for jewelry), but also with amazonite, 

and smoky quartz. Tip: when looking for Topaz from the bag use water to 

wash the material (you might find a really nice Topaz which was too covered in 

mud to be seen before). Topaz found in the bags could look like broken glass if it is 

not a complete crystal so if you are not sure what you have save it and ask a qualified person to check it.  

  At the mine we use a tracked backhoe to dig material and pile it. We also 

use rakes and look for Topaz as we are digging and piling the material. It is 

also hoped that a very large Topaz will roll off the pile as we work. It is al-

ways a thrill to see these larger crystals rolling off the pile or even just sitting 

on top after a new bucket of material is placed on the pile. If we have found 

what we consider to be good topaz-bearing material we will run it through 

a shaker to sort out the different sizes. The first step is to feed the material 

into a bin which has a two-inch screen to prevent larger rocks from being 

fed onto the shaker screens. The shaker will sort out the fine material (1/4”) 

or less, medium size (¼” to 1”) and anything over 1.” The one- to two-inch 

material is where we hope to find our best stones from the process. The major-

ity of stones found from screening will be found in the medium-sized materi-

al as it comes off of the belt into a pile. Once again, hand raking is neces-

sary to sort this pile to find as many pieces of Topaz as we can. Sometimes we 

have to run the medium material back through the shaker if it was too wet 

to remove most of the finer material to expose the Topaz. 

I have found that it is hard to imagine a better way for me to enjoy myself 

than to be mining. I have learned quite a lot about the whole 

process from finding quartz pockets, how to collect those pockets, 

the history of the areas, learning how to operate track hoes,  

operating a loader, and operating the screening plant. It takes a 

lot of planning and paperwork (for all phases of government, 

BLM, forest service, county and state) before an operation this size 

can turn dirt to find even one Topaz. Not to mention the expense 

required to run the equipment (it ain’t cheap!). 

The photos show some of the larger crystals found in 2020, along 

with our own DGMG field trip there in June.  

“296 & 287”  

About 1400 carats 

465 carats! The largest stone 

found at the Topaz Mountain 

Gem Mine  

DGMG members at the Topaz Mountain 

Gem Mine  
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Am I An Ethical Collector? 

A Haibun 

By Marj Becker 

 

I am cleaning my big room that Larry built for me, years ago, and here are all of the mineral specimens that, over the years, I've 
collected.  Now, don't get me wrong.  I don't go out and pick up these minerals from someone's claim or pick them up from the 
ground.  Nope.  I buy them.  From dealers.  From individuals.  I put down hard earned cash for them.  Sometimes, they are 
gifts.  As I sit here looking at the amethyst and the amazonite, I wonder where did they come from?  Did they come to be my 
own along an ethical path?  Were they stolen from a mine that belonged to someone else?   

Green amazonite 

Pointed purple amethyst 

Where did you come from? 

 

Let's assume that the mine is property that is legally owned.  Let's assume that the miners are legitimate workers at the mine.  
Let's assume that the mine is not in the United States.  Let's assume that the stone came to me through proper trade channels.  
I've seen the movies.  I've seen the documentaries.  Documentaries of miners in other countries being paid less than living 
wages.  I've seen them.  When I bought this specimen at U.S. prices, were those miners who took it out of the ground paid 
enough for them and their families to live on?  And, if they are paid living wages, what danger does having that money create 
for them?  Will they and their families be safe from harm; from thugs that, knowing they have some extra cash, become a  
danger to their lives and their families' lives? 

Here is what they're paid 

How do we keep workers safe? 

Danger! Danger! Coins 

 

If you pick up a specimen that is lying on top of the ground, do you think:  Whose land is this?  Why am I removing this rock 
from its place?  For fun?  For Profit?  Am I on private property?  Am I on someone's claim?  Am I leaving something for the next 
collector?  Will that next collector take it all of I don't take it all?  How many times are specimens stolen from U.S. mines and 
claims?  Thieves abound who sneak onto claim sites, during the day or at night.  Thieves with tools and trucks and wearing 
headlights at night assume they have the right to take items from the claim and carry them away for their own profit.  What kind 
of person disregards rules of discretion and decency and steals from another person?  

To steal or refrain 

Be honest about the source 

Of this precious gem 

 

Stealing is an interesting concept.  As with theft, does the owner of the legitimate mine, the for-profit mine, think about the  
welfare of the persons who work the mine?  How often are the gems taken from the mine by a person willing to extract them for 
the sheer thrill of finding a gemstone?  Would it be proper for the mine owner to pay that volunteer a living wage - something for 
time spent?  After all, the mine owner will realize income from the find. To what extent are ethics left at the mine entrance?  I 
would never presume to be judge and jury of such a relationship.  It just occurs to me that something here is amiss. 

Come for the fun time 

Come to get your hands dirty 

An ethical collector thinks 

Ethics! 

 

Photographs taken by 24/7 surveillance cameras at the Topaz Mountain Gem Mine during the summer 

and fall of 2020.  
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Web Corner – Web and Computer Resources for Rockhounds 

The world in 3D – Part 1 - Anaglyphs – by Bob Johnson 

The world is not flat! “Normal” photographs of 3D objects lack the depth sense of the actual object.  
Fortunately, our new digital tools (phones, cameras, computers, etc.) make it easier than ever to 
take 3D pictures. Anyone can now take 3D pictures with ANY camera or cell phone.  Find out how. 
. . 

There are many different formats and methods to view 3D images. One of the simplest/cheapest is 
anaglyphs. An anaglyph uses 2 images with slightly different horizonal offsets, and filters each of 
those images with a different color.  The colored 3D glasses then “decode” those filters to show the 
proper image to each eye, allowing your brain to perceive the image in 3D.  
 
For more detail, check out this Wikepedia article: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Anaglyph_3D#:~:text=Anaglyph%203D%20images%20contain%20two,revealing%20an%
20integrated%20stereoscopic%20image.   
 
And this short YouTube video from Scientific American: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=sc47Yna8rZE  
 
So how do you create your own 3D anaglyphs? Use your camera or cell phone to take the first  
picture, then move it to the right a couple of inches (or more for very distant objects) and take the 
second picture.   
 
Download both images to your computer and run them through the Stereo Photo Maker software, 
which you can download for FREE from http://stereo.jpn.org/eng/stphmkr/. That page has a  
beginner’s guide for running the software, but you may also want to check out Dr. Phillips’ over the 
top, laugh out loud funny, YouTube video on exactly how to do it. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=vgVnUJELBIo.  

And if you get stuck, don’t hesitate to call me!  I can’t claim to understand every option within the 
software, but I can walk you through how I do it. It’s really very simple – once you do it the first time. 

OR, you could always do it the hard way in Photoshop. See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=C50IRg_ZE7o and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mh5qiCvaS0o  

Of course, to view anaglyph images you will need special 3D “glasses.” So, the DGMG will 
be mailing 3D anaglyph “glasses” to all dues paid DGMG members.   

HOLD ON TO THESE “GLASSES”!  We will be using them throughout the coming year for 
Tips & Chips articles, for DenverGem.Org website pages and for meeting programs starting 
with our November 2020 meeting.  

If you lose them, or you would just like to buy yourself a fancier pair, check out:  
https://www.aliexpress.com/premium/anaglyph-glasses.html.  

And remember, the Red lens goes over the left eye. The cyan lens goes over the right eye. 

 

Con’t next page for the real adventure! 
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I’m sure that once you receive your special deluxe DGMG 3D “glasses,” you will want to try them out 
right away!  So, here are a few viewing suggestions: 

3D Mineral Picture Gallery:  http://www.jm-derochette.be/3d_pictures.htm 

3D lunar images from NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) - 
https://uncertainquark.medium.com/3d-moon-images-and-how-to-snap-them-ce60481ac1df 

Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum Mars 3d Gallery - https://airandspace.si.edu/mars-3d-0  

Collection of 3D YouTube Videos: https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=3d+anaglyph+videos 

My trip to Aspen, June 2020 - https://photos.app.goo.gl/FbV2kDZ8fB73wZWx7  

La Plata Peak, Colorado, August 2020 - https://photos.app.goo.gl/SijfmiffbwS1sNYw5.  

The Maroon Bells in 3D, June 2020, R.E. Johnson 

The Tips & Chips FIRST 3-D image! Put your 3-D “glasses” on (usually without 

other glasses) and see if you see Bob’s photo of the mountains in 3-D! This is fun!  
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Seneca Oil by Beth Simmons 

The title sounds like something you would see on an oil tank truck!  

Growing up in northwestern Pennsylvania, we were always taken to 
“Drake’s Well” historic site outside of Titusville to learn about the ori-
gins of the petroleum industry. I always wondered “How did Drake 
know there was oil there?” The answer came from a history book 
about the history of Crawford County,  
Pennsylvania.  

When the earliest explorers came into what we call the Allegany  
Mountains along Oil Creek and near the ghost town of Pithole, they 
discovered about two thousand mysterious pits, scattered over a level 
plain of about 15 or 20 acres. The seven or eight foot long pits were 
close together, “like vats in a tan yard,” the book said, “four feet wide 
and six feet deep.” They had all been filled, some of them with trees 
and leaves, “the accumulation of ages.” One quote said,  the “many  
ancient excavations proved that extensive production occurred in a  
remote time.” The mounds raised at the sides of the pits by the  
excavation of the earth from them were still distinctly visible in the early 
1800s and had trees on them which were at least two hundred years 
old. According to the In French Creek Valley history book, the trees  
antedated both French and Indians of the 18th century. They told me 
how Pennsylvania’s famous ghost town, Pithole, got its name!  

The early settlers who discovered the pits excavated some of them and 
found that each pit was walled with logs regularly cut and halved at the 
ends so that they could lie close together. They found that water rose in 
the bottom of the pits and in a few days would be covered with 1/2” of 
oil.  One historian said these pits were the work of the early French  
settlers. Another oil spring exists 80 miles northeast of Titusville, near 
Cuba, NY, that a French missionary reported in 1627, now preserved 
as Oil Springs (and Casino) on the Seneca Reservation. The word 
“petroleum” does appear at the confluence of Oil Creek (not named) 
and the Allegheny River on a French map from 1755, prior to the to the French and  
Indian War and American Revolution.  

Nath Carey, the first settler in Oil Creek valley, learned from the Indians that the oil 
flowed from a spring on the margin of the creek. In 1796 or 1797, he paid an Indian 
guide to take him to the secret site, and then took possession and settled there. He  
gathered the oil and peddled it over the state as a valuable medicine. Handbill sheets 
recommended it as the universal panacea for all human ills.   

In 1797, Carey’s brother-in-law,  Hamilton McClintock, settled next door and he gathered 
18 gallons of oil by shoveling the gravel on the margin of the creek from a canoe, then 
poured in water and skimmed off the oil. During this tedious process, he discovered a 
spring in the center of the creek, which he surrounded with a rough wall of stone,  
plastered with mud above the water mark. The oil accumulated on the surface of the  
water. To collect the oil, he laid a blanket on the top of the pit to soak up the oil, then 
squeezed and wrung it out. This procedure produced eight to ten barrels during the next 
sixty summers.          

CON’T.  NEXT PAGE 

1755 map that shows PETROLEUM along 

the Allegheny River, 100 years before 

Drake drilled the first well 

1817 map that shows Oil Creek 

SPOTLIGHT ON  
NOVEMBER’S   SPONSOR:  

The Cloverknoll Caper—is not in business any longer. NOT a victim of the virus, 

but of Beth’s laziness and lack of sales. So we’ll devote this page to something else.  

Medicine produced 

from oil in Corry, PA  
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Where was the oil sold? In November of 1797, 23 kegs of “Seneca Oil” 
at $50 per keg were entered in the cash book of the trading post at 
Fort Franklin (Venango). Interestingly, for many years the McClintock 
No. 1 Oil Well, drilled in 1861 on the old McClintock claim, was the 
oldest continuous producing oil well in Pennsylvania.  

In 1854, Jonathan Greenlead Eveleth and George R. Bissell of New 
York purchased the right to a spring near Titusville and a year later 
Prof. Benjamin Silliman, Jr. at Yale made an analysis of the oil. In Dec. 
1857, Bowditch and Edwin Laurentine Drake of New Haven examined 
the property and  Drake started drilling the winter of 1858-1859. He 
struck oil at a depth of 71 feet, when the oil rose to within two feet of 
the surface.  

The company was originally called the Pennsylvania Rock Oil  
Company, but soon changed the name to Seneca Oil Company, after 
the local name for the raw petroleum. The well produced 10 to 12  
barrels per day, By 1861, estimated daily production from Titusville 
and nearby wells reached 1200 to 1400 barrels. The first shipment of 
oil to Europe was 12 barrels in January of 1861, samples from which 
were distributed to members of the board of trade in London and 
chemical experts in Paris.   

In 1848, Samuel Kier had seen the potential of refined oil as an illuminant (kerosene) 
after he removed the odor and impurities to make it suitable in lamps. The Paris 
 examination of the oil from the spring showed splendid results for the manufacture 
of gas, better than anything they knew.  “All depended on the cost of oil in New York 
or London. If the oil came cheap enough, the trade would be fabulous not only on the 
whole continent—Italy, Spain, England…” but throughout the whole world! About the 
same time that railroads, metal machinery, and the California gold rush took the 
country by storm in the new industrial age, the American petroleum industry was 
born!  

Drake’s derrick was 

taken to the  

Centennial Exposition 

in Philadelphia in 1876! 

The one at the site at 

Drake Well Park is a 

repro.  

1825 map that shows Oil Creek & Oil 

Spring 

The signs at Oil Spring 

on the Seneca  

Reservation near Cuba, 

NY 

Seneca Oil Company Stock  

Certificate 

Oil Creek 

Monument at Drake’s 

Well 

Monument at Drake’s 

Grave in  Titusville, PA 

Cemetery 
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2021 TUCSON SHOW CANCELLED! 

In 1955, the Tucson Gem and Mineral Society (TGMS) put on the first Tucson Gem and Mineral Show® in a 
grade-school cafeteria.  From such humble beginnings sprang what is now collectively called the Tucson 
Gem, Mineral & Fossil Showcase, which occupies over 50 venues around town from mid-January through mid
-February. [In case you’ve missed it in all the hoopla surrounding the commercial shows, our Show, the Main 
Show, takes place in the Tucson Convention Center.] The Tucson Showcase is by far the world’s largest 
gathering of gem, mineral, fossil, meteorite and related earth science collectors, dealers and museum  
scientists. The Arizona Department of Tourism estimates it annually brings about $130 million dollars to the 
Tucson economy making it our biggest tourism-related event. TGMS takes parental pride in the economic/
commercial juggernaut the Showcase has become, but we remain a local, volunteer-based, non-profit, Earth-
Science education-focused group open to all comers. [Please visit www.tgms.org for more info.]  
  
Our Show is TGMS’s annual gift to Tucson...it is the only show  by and for Tucsonans and we are extremely 
grateful for the support we have always received from our community.  We hoped and planned for the best 
during these difficult days of COVID-19 but find events have conspired to force us to the painful decision to 
take 2021 off and focus on bringing things back at a higher level in 2022!  As members of the Tucson  
community, we feel we should explain the reasoning behind this decision while emphasizing our full support 
for the remainder of the 2021 Tucson Showcase in whatever form it takes. 
  
Most importantly, TGMS does not want to be responsible for a single COVID-19 fatality or serious illness. Our 
Show is run by volunteers and many of us are in high-risk demographics...as are many of our participants and 
attendees.   Consulting closely with the Pima County Health Department, the Mayor and City Manager’s  
offices and the good folks who run the TCC, it is clear that applying the mandated COVID-19 protocols to  
reduce risk would mean drastically restricted attendance and curtailment of many of our programs. 
  
Second, our Show is much different from the rest of the Showcase. We are the public show with a unique 
combination of exhibits, school children visits, educational programs, scientific networking and family out-
reach.  We annually create a world-class museum that magically disappears forever after just four days. Our 
equally enthralling “gift shop” includes a cadre of superb retail gem, mineral, fossil, meteorite, book and  
jewelry dealers, who complement the exhibits. This unique combination sets the TGMS Show apart from all 
the other shows in town. 
  
Third, we expect that our Show dazzles everyone with displays of exquisite minerals, gems, jewelry and  
fossils brought by the worldwide Mineral and Gem Community.  Restrictive COVID-19 travel policies mean 
many of our major domestic, and most of our international museum exhibitors and friends either won't or can't 
travel here. This effectively eliminates both our exhibits and educational programs. 
  
COVID-19 related risks clearly make it impossible for TGMS to put on anything more than a shadow of our 
accustomed vibrant event. So, we’ve decided that it makes more sense to conserve our resources and apply 
them towards a Blockbuster 2022 Tucson Gem and Mineral Show®.  We promise to pull out all the 
stops to bring you an unparalleled group of eye-popping fluorescent mineral exhibits, colorful  
minerals and gems from around the world, and some special surprises to shake everyone out of their 
post-Covid lethargy!!!  See you in 2022! 

 

Les Presmyk: TGMS President 
Peter Megaw: TGMS Show Co-Chair 

Richard Gottfried: TGMS Show Co-Chair 
Patricia McClain: Executive Manager  


